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HOMEPAGE

'Publishers' page appears to be outdated when compared to the main 'Welcome' page and the 'Welcome for
Business'. Consider updating design to reﬂect other Welcome content.

Welcome

• Page gets relatively low traﬃc, but TINY entrance numbers (only ~100 in 4 months). Consider revising
content to improve SEO, and employing link-building strategies to get more inbound traﬃc to this page.
In particular, a more descriptive URL than 'welcome/open-source' might improve traﬃc.
• Screenshots are outdated, and don't provide enough context. Update screenshots, and consider revising
page layout to allow for images showing more detail.
• Though the direct funnel path is good, consider adding links to 'Component Submission Guidelines' and
'Publishing Components on Binpress' pages to provide greater context.

HEADER
Arrows indicate incontent linkages; all
global elements are
displayed on all pages.

Publishers

★
GOAL

Design appears outdated compared to newly-created pages, and there's no clear path for publishers. Consider
updating design and adding link to 'Publishers' page.

Though the blog is a great traﬃc driver, there are no calls to to action for publishers (other than global elements)
Consider adding a prominent call-to-action for publishers to the blog sidebar.

About
Freedom, Beer, &
Open Source (blog)

This page is a dead-end for those who are interested in publishing. Consider links to 'Publishers' page, back to
the 'Publishing Components on Binpress' page, and potentially, to related blog posts. Additionally, it don't
really need to be a global item (in the footer) if properly linked from other relevant pages.

FOOTER

Component
Submission
Guidelines

License
Generator

Our
Commission
Rate

This page is the most highly-traﬃcked non-product, non-homepage page on the site, but is not optimized for SEO
at present. Additionally, it's not clear whether this is a "Binpress License Generator", or a general purpose tool
that happens to be provided by Binpress. Consider adding additional content and updating title and H1 to
improve on existing search traﬃc patterns. Revise content to make clear whether this is tool for Binpress
publishers or for anyone needing to make a software license.

Licensing Guide

This page is a dead-end, and lacks context. Consider adding 'back to license generator' link.

Open Source
Licensing for
Dummies (blog)
This page is a dead-end for those who are interested in publishing. Consider links to 'Publishers' page, back to
the 'Publishing Components on Binpress' page, and potentially, to related blog posts. Additionally, it doesn't
really need to be a global item (in the footer) if properly linked from other relevant pages.
Unrelated to the publisher enrollment funnel, but this section needs attention. Imagery in the Product Widget is
out of date, and it might be preferable to let users get a product widget for a particular product from that project
page. Additionally, the Store Widget appears to be broken at present.

Aﬃliate
Program

Great content, but needs to be more ﬁndable, as noted previously. Also consider adding link to the 'Our
Commission Rate' page.

Publishing
Components on
Binpress

Binpress Guides

Blog posts

Component
Review Guide

Content is optimized for reviewers, but should be made more readily accessible to publishers so they understand
the criteria that will be used. Consider adding link to here from the Publisher section of the user page.
FAQ item about publishing directs users to the main registration page. Consider changing link to point at main
'Publishers' page.

HEADER

FAQ

Register

Opening all links in new tabs is potentially confusing, when they go to the same site. Consider making intraBinpress links open in the same tab, and trust the user to use the back button or site navigation.

★
SECONDARY
GOAL

This is not the ideal location for a user who already knows they want to be a publisher. Consider adding a link to
the main 'Publishers' page to encourage sign-up via the normal channel.

Miscellaneous observations:
• There are a variety of relevant pages that exist, but appear to have no inbound links. Under binpress.com/
page, /reasons-for-rejection, /publishing-components, /marketing-components, /payment-terms, /
declined-components, /aﬃliate-program, /invites, /production-quality-code, /services, /why-purchase,
and /why-register all exist, but have almost no traﬃc. binpress.com/page/pricing-components actually has
some traﬃc, but it's all organic stemming from misdirected "components of pricing" searches.
• The 'All Projects' link in the footer should go to /browse, not to /directory. /directory should be linked
much less prominently, since it's primarily for spiders, not people.
• /contest and /mobilecontest are still receiving traﬃc, but other than the message that 'this contest has
ended', don't actually indicate the year of the contest or who won. Recommend to take these down or
update the content.
• Tutorials have very high traﬃc relative to the rest of the site, but a huge exit percentage (80%+).
Opportunity area for reengagement.
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Component
submission
guidelines

Projects

In the initial state, the primary actions should be more prominent. Consider moving 'new project' and 'import
from Github' buttons to center. Also, change link for 'publishing guide' to the newer 'Guide to Publishing
Components on Binpress.
After creation of a component, link to the publishing guide is gone, and the order of the items in the checklist
does not match the order of the steps. Consider maintaining link to the guide at the bottom of the page, and
reorder the checklist to match component creation stages. Additionally, while the information presented in
the project tile is useful, the design could use a refresh to better reﬂect the front end.

Import github project

Note that on all steps, it is possible to leave the page without having saved one's data. Consider adding a
'conﬁrm navigation' prompt is unsaved changes have been made.

Create a new project

Page is a bit overwhelming in current multi-column layout, and the order of the ﬁelds does not follow a logical
ﬂow. Consider stacking all ﬁelds into a single column so as to minimize visual ﬁxations, and ordering as name,
category, tags, language, platform, framework, and database.
Once a new project is created, the tabbed interface to move between sections is useful. However, consider
adding completeness indicators to the tabs to show whether a tab is 'ready enough;' to be submitted. These
indicators should be reﬂected on the ﬁnal submission screen. Since saving is required to preview the proﬁle, it
would be cleaner if it could be integrated into the action Recommend changing the 'Preview' action to 'Save &
Preview', and creating visual distinction between the two buttons, making a renamed 'Next Step' button the
more prominent button. Also, 'Featured Review' should not be an option until after a component has been
published (and has at least one review), and speciﬁcations should be supplied for screenshots.

Preview
Component proﬁle

The preview mode has picked up most of the new project page design, but still appears to be somewhat broken.
Fix the page template for component previews.

Pick a licensing
structure

Setup pricing and
licensing options

Integration/
customization
services

Overall, this page is helpful for laying out options for developers, but could use to better deﬁne various terms.
Add help text for 'hosted solutions', 'compiled applications', 'base price', and possibly, a quick comparison of
the various open source licenses.

Once the user picks a license structure, there's no way to 'back' and modify the structure without deleting license
one-by-one. Consider adding a 'toast' notiﬁcation upon creation of licenses from the 'pick a structure' page
that allows a user to go 'back' (automatically deletes all licenses). This should only display union initial
creation, not after subsequent navigation/editing and return. After the user completes this step, there's no
clear next action.. Consider adding a 'Next Step' button to the bottom of this screen.

Edit license

This page is actually relatively clear, though could beneﬁt from a few minor alterations. In certain cases, the hint
text boxes are crashing into one another. Consider adding a hint text for commercial/non-commercial and
attribution options, stacking all controls vertically so as to minimize visual ﬁxations, and ﬁxing styling to avoid
crashing. I also suggest moving the 'go back' button to the bottom, renaming it 'cancel', and giving it a
secondary style. It might also be worthwhile to allow developers to preview the full license text without
needing to return to the previous screen.

At ﬁrst glance, the 'not accepting custom services' button appears to be a disabled control, rather than a toggle.
Consider redesigning so as to make the toggle action clear. It's also unclear where these deﬁned services
appear—only in licensee's dashboards? Consider adding help text explaining where these services will be
oﬀered, and updating the linked help page to include that information, as well. After the user completes this
step, there's no clear next action.. Consider adding a 'Next Step' button to the bottom of this screen.

Add a new service

Consider moving the 'back to list' button to the bottom, renaming it 'cancel', and giving it a secondary style.

After the user completes this step, there's no clear next action.. Consider adding a 'Next Step' button to the
bottom of this screen.

Component
downloads

Add component
download

In certain cases, the hint text boxes are crashing into one another. Also, version number could be pre ﬁlled.
Consider ﬁxing styling to avoid crashing, and pre-ﬁlling version 1.0 (for new components) or listing the current
version in the hint text for reference (for existing components).

By default, new users who have just signed up and are creating their ﬁrst component will have incomplete
proﬁles. Consider inserting a 'before you submit, you'll need to complete your proﬁle' dialog in the submission
stage. This way, it feels less like an error, and more like a natural part of the ﬂow.

Submit your
component for
review

Proﬁle

Reasons for
rejections

Clicking the inline link on the 'submit' page removes the user from the component creation process. Consider
making the Save Proﬁle button return the user to the component submission page if accessed via that page.
Gravatars are not properly identiﬁed by the component submission check. Fix this bug so that if a user has a
Gravatar, they need not also upload an image to be able to submit a component.
These pages seem to be somewhat redundant (and slightly outdated) when compared to the Component
Submission Guidelines and the Publishing Guide. Consider removing these pages and linking to those
documents instead.

Guidelines for
publishing
components

Component
comments

After submission, the functionality of taking the user to the component comments screen seems ﬁne, but the
conﬁrmation message feels fairly insubstantial in comparison to the amount of work that goes into setting up a
component. Consider adding an interstitial with a larger, more encouraging message before getting to this
screen, and also sending an email conﬁrmation upon submission.

